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Executive Summary

The Office  of Education Technology (OET) is responsible for: 

● Creating and implementing Kentucky Education Technology System (KETS) Master Plan
every six years to provide a technology strategy that supports the school districts’
education plans and digital readiness, as well as ensuring alignment to the Kentucky
Department of Education’s (KDE) and Kentucky Board of Education's’ (KBE) vision and
educational goals;

● Ensuring basic and equitable anytime, anywhere, always-on access to instructional and
administrative education technology (EdTech) services are provided to students,
teachers, administrators, parents and the general public;

● Creating and maximizing partnerships (student technology leadership and skills,
vendors, districts, agencies, universities), as well as building and maintaining productive
customer relationships;

● Staying current and open to emerging technology and trends that may assist with
educational needs and managing/maximizing EdTech resource opportunities; 

● Managing educational  technology policies and legislation; 
● Maximizing data use, continuing to improve data quality, and championing data security

and data privacy best practices to all districts and KDE. 

The 2018-2024 KETS Master Plan will identify: (a) things we already do well that we want to 
continue doing well over the next six years, (b) areas to improve upon, and (c) emerging items 
likely to occur that need to be accounted for by this Master Plan. The studies, research, 
standards, governance and technology need for the state and districts that play a critical role in 
executing the Master Plan are also identified. 

KETS celebrated its 25th year in 2017. It is very rare for a Kentucky K-12 state-level education 
technology initiative to not only survive but thrive for 25 years through changes of education 
commissioners and board members, governors’ administrations, and state legislators. 
Thankfully, KETS maintained solid support throughout the entire time. In that sense, KETS is 
like a good band that stays relevant and continues putting out hits and grows in depth over the 
decades. Progress in earlier years (e.g., the initial six-year Kentucky K-12 Education 
Technology Master Plan, Internet connectivity and identification of a variety of sustaining 
funding sources)  created a solid foundation for the unique things we have accomplished 
including, but not limited to, cloud-based major state level services, digital learning initiatives, 
Student Technology Leadership Program and the IT Academy (now Imagine Academy). A more 
detailed look at the KETS history from 1992-2017 can be found in Appendix G. 

The Kentucky Education Technology System’s (KETS) major achievements since 1992 
that we want to continue doing well include: 

● National leader in state and district education technology planning and project
management, including measures, metrics and feedback to frequently identify education
technology that  is and is not being used or adding value
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● In 1995, first state to have all districts connected by high speed to the Internet, have all
schools connected by fiber speeds, and, in August 2015, first state to reach the national
goal of providing 100kb per student of fibered Internet access

● National leader of K-12 EdTech in product standardization - This allows Kentucky K-12
to:

○ significantly  reduce costs
○ provide equity of price and service to all districts
○ make all the technology enabled components work reliably together in large scale

with slim EdTech staffs
○ quickly integrate different, large EdTech systems together
○ reduce obstacles to provide great cyber security

● National leader in K-12 EdTech cloud-based computing that is more reliable, secure and
saves money

● In 2014, recognized by the Data Quality Campaign (DQC) as a top three state for data
quality

● National leader in education technology equity of access, opportunity and services
● National leader in K-12 cybersecurity
● Established the Kentucky K-12 Digital Learning Guidelines and assistance team that

significantly improved capacity building, relationships and connectedness with the folks 
in districts that focus on academic achievement in the classroom  

● Created nation’s first digital driver’s license for students that now is adopted by the other
49 states  

● Consistent stewardship and maximization of federal and state taxpayer funds (e.g.,
KETS, E-rate, bids)  

● Nation’s best Student Technology Leadership Program (STLP) - In May 2016, Kentucky
Educational Television (KET) highlighted Kentucky’s STLP for the one-hour “Education 
Matters” show. 

● National leader in the implementation of Kentucky’s first IT Academy (now called The
Imagine Academy) 

● Formative and interim online assessment providing immediate feedback to students and
teachers  

● For Kentucky K-12, first state to provide an online and smartphone app providing every
student and parent real time status on students’ grades, attendance, missing
assignments, class  schedule, and teacher names/contact information

● First state to have phones in every classroom
● E-mail account for every teacher helps parents stay connected with their child’s teachers
● Open House website, online School Report Card services and district websites help all

community members  stay informed and connected with their district and school
● National leader in regards to the relationship, communications and trust between KDE’s

education technology office and customers (i.e., school districts, KDE program areas,
vendor/government agency partners, and others)

● March 2016 received the Making IT Happen award from Kentucky K-12 school districts
● April 2016  received Government Technology Magazine’s Doers, Dreamers, and Drivers

award
● 2017, received the Kentucky Association of School Administrators (KASA) State

Education Leadership award and EdScoop’s EdTech Hero award
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These will be other areas of emphasis going forward during the next six years: 

● Educate and celebrate what has been accomplished (with high quality) and needs to
continue, building upon those successes - This will help prevent duplicative work for
something that already exists and is already working really well for schools.

● Address the importance of having adequate numbers of education technology
roles/positions in districts to ensure the existing and new education technology in every
districts is (a) kept extremely reliable/ available in the classroom, (b) maximized, (c)
secure and safe, and (d) data is of the highest quality

● Address funding  required for basic cost of living increases, previous budget cuts to basic
services and projected growth by districts (e.g., Internet consumption)

● Identify the most crucial education technology professional development needs identified
by teachers and who can best address them

● Focus efforts on shifting basic cyber security and safety to a prime position on the radar
screen of teachers and district staff members

● A higher percentage of districts annually examining which education technology
investments are and are not being used/maximized

● Data systems are first-class but we need to do much better with districts using the data
available to them as well as providing visual data analytic tools allowing the data to be 
much better understood and interesting to the average person who does not have a 
technology background.  

● Identify and communicate the EdTech product/design standards, EdTech safety and
security, EdTech services and reporting requirements of other schools that apply to 
charter schools.  

● While it’s gotten significantly better, there are still too many traditional labs filled with
desktop computers. Typically labs do not provide ease of access for students throughout 
the school day and for all parts of the curriculum. Labs are also problematic for large 
scale online  assessment within a compressed window of time. Student and teacher end 
devices with mobility helps address the issue.  

● Create a deeper partnership with higher education (postsecondary institutions) focusing
on preparing future teachers while at the college of education to get a better feel for the 
education technology environment and tools that await in KY K-12 classrooms. Have 
STLP events better maximized by the institution while we are on their campus. KY is the 
most advanced state in regards to having electronic transcripts being sent from a K-12 
school and  electronically accepted by a KY higher education institution; transition cost 
for the service from the Council on Postsecondary Education (CPE) to the institutions.  

● There can be a significant cost savings and increased reliability and security by
continuing to move more types of services to managed (e.g., printing) and cloud-based
services (e.g.,  phone systems).

● Continue to create a closer connection with career and technical education (CTE)
expanding opportunities for students to code, expand the technology and computer
science courses/exams available through our IT Academy (now Imagine Academy),
implement computer science standards, and digital literacy standards

● Be a vital part of helping implement the new assessment and accountability system -
This includes the implementation of the new school report card/dashboard and
summative online assessment. The success in formative and interim online assessment
has not yet been duplicated in online summative assessment.
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The following  list of choice resources and websites help capture where we’ve been, where we 
currently are, and where we are going:  

● Six-year KETS Master Plan for all of Kentucky K-12
● Monthly Kentucky K-12 Education Technology Leaders’ webcast/written summary for all

173 districts
● 2017 Kentucky K-12 Education Technology Infographic
● KDE Open House
● District Digital  Readiness Report
● Student Technology  Leadership Program

In this  KETS Master Plan, the following sections are included: Introduction, Vision, Technology, 
Areas of Emphasis, Technology Need Budget Projections, Studies and Research, Surveys and 
Results, Supporting Resources, Governance Structures, Standards, and Establishing KETS 
Unmet Need.  
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Introduction 
As mandated by KRS 156.670, [Appendix D] a plan related to purchasing, developing and using 
technology to accomplish specific purposes in Kentucky’s public school systems must be 
developed and must cover at least a five-year period. The previous four versions of the 
Kentucky Education Technology Technology System (KETS) Master Plan for Education 
Technology served  the state very well and are the foundation for the current (fifth) 2018-2024 
KETS Master Plan . 

To develop this plan, Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) staff gathered feedback and 
closely examined input from the state’s 173 public school districts, the Kentucky School for the 
Deaf and the Kentucky School for the Blind as well as consulted KDE program areas, other 
state plans such as North Carolina and Wisconsin, the National Education Technology Plan and 
the Future Ready Framework. The KETS Master Plan is designed to build upon the state’s past 
successes and progress, while progressing towards the future. This plan illustrates the path that 
will enable all students, teachers and administrators to understand and leverage technology. 
Education technology can provide students and teachers the opportunity to realize their full 
potential. It extends instructional content beyond traditional school walls and leads students to 
where every  opportunity is open to them. 

This Master Plan includes information about the technology need for schools, districts and the 
state; education technology-related products and standards; areas of emphasis; technology 
planning guidance; studies and research; and the policies and laws that affect education 
technology in Kentucky. 

While technology has changed over the years, the driving purpose of the planning process for 
the KETS Master Plan has not. The primary purpose is to ensure technology tools enhance the 
learning experience of students, help prepare students for higher education and further develop 
a competitive workforce. This has not not wavered. Equity of access and expanded opportunity 
has roots in the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) of 1990 and will continue to be a 
cornerstone and driving force for KDE through this KETS Master Plan. The following 
experiences and designs, through technology-enabled tools, will continue to be major drivers 
through the work identified in this plan: 

● a more informative and engaging experience for students
● addressing the different learning and teaching styles of all students and teachers
● deepening the understanding of academic content
● data-driven decision-making
● ease of access
● creation and production of products and content
● gathering, analyzing and synthesizing information
● communication and collaboration with others
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The 2018-2024 KETS Master Plan addresses the technology need for schools, districts and the 
state. This portion of the plan addresses both the ongoing operational, maintenance and 
replacement needs as well as the technology-enabled aspects of new strategic educational 
priorities, plans and projects. A variety of federal, state, local and personal funding sources are 
used to  address that need and are identified in the budget. 

New in this Plan 
The 2018-2024 KETS Master Plan differs from previous versions in several ways.  Some 
additions are:  

● Since 1992, KETS has enjoyed many big wins and successes that continue to be the
priorities and  driving principles of the Master Plan. For the first time, major KETS
historical milestones are graphically represented in a timeline format.

● Targeted areas of emphasis are aligned with the KDE strategic goals and the Future
Ready Framework [Appendix C] to help position the state and P-12 students to be
future-ready.  

● The plan will more closely align with the P-12 education strategic plan of the state,
school districts and national frameworks. The Kentucky Department of Education and 
Kentucky Board of Education Strategic Plan components are embedded throughout the 
Master Plan, and technology-enabled products and services are used to help address 
specific sections in those plans.  

● The plan continues to be informed by relevant studies, research, audit and survey results
and customer feedback, as well as national, other state and district plans to help guide 
and influence the direction of the work going forward.The following new studies and 
research results  are among many included to further validate initiatives and work of the 
Master Plan. A link to a comprehensive list can be found in both Appendix A and C. 

○ The People-Side of Educational Technology (including  “What is Education  Technology”)
○ Best Practice Results for Data Privacy and Security
○ Kentucky Digital Learning Guidelines
○ Kentucky Digital Learning 2020
○ Kentucky K-12 Data Quality Study
○ Future Ready Schools Framework
○ Building Teacher Capacity and Competency to Create Learning Experiences
○ Kentucky TELL Survey

● Streamlining of KETS standards displayed in table format to provide a summary of
technology need,  architectural & design and product standards.[Appendix E]

● The technology need budget projection is modernized to reflect progress of districts,
trending patterns and inclusion of new technologies.
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The Vision: Connections to KDE Strategic Plan 

Equity  |  Achievement  |  Integrity  |  Quality  |  Opportunity  |  Access 

As in past plans, a Kentucky Education Technology System Master Plan objective is always to 
align with the KDE Strategic Plan to further the vision of each and every student empowered 
and equipped with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to pursue a successful future. The 
core values found in the KDE Strategic Plan and shared in this Master Plan for Education 
Technology are: Equity, Achievement, and Integrity (Figure 1). Equally, KDE and KETS value 
equity so that each and every student has the opportunity to graduate from high school with the 
education and skills needed to be successful. KDE and KETS value high academic 
achievement and support for the development of every student empowered through technology. 
Additionally, KDE and KETS value integrity basing technology empowered decisions on 
multiple, accurate, and applicable sources of evidence.

Figure  1:  Core  values as identified in the Kentucky Department of Education Strategic Plan. 

Quality, opportunity, and access permeate the Master Plan as well as parallel the KDE Strategic 
Plan in many areas. Together the two plans create conditions for student success.  These areas 
of emphasis serve as guide points or map markers to help keep KETS on track and ensure that 
we know  where we’ve been and where we are heading. 

One objective in particular from the Strategic Plan targets the introduction of an updated School 
Report Card (SRC) to reflect tenets of the new accountability model. The KETS Master Plan 
sets conditions that allow KDE and OET to provide guidance to shareholders aimed at 
understanding how schools and districts are making progress toward providing opportunity and 
access to all students.  

Additional connections exist in the objectives and identified strategies of both the Strategic Plan 
and the Master Plan. Both plans seek to leverage partnerships with a variety of shareholders 
and support district improvement efforts by building the collective expertise of educators through 
positioning resources to ensure opportunity and access for all students. 
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A shared mission and vision (Figure 2) strategically move students to the center, further 
directing the work to ensure achievement of agency and school district goals. 

Figure  2: Connecting  the Kentucky Department of Education  vision,  mission, and  goals. 

Ensuring a high quality education that leads to a successful future for each Kentucky student is 
not possible without addressing key elements of quality, opportunity and access [Figure 3]. 
These elements partnered with rigorous instruction and quality resources provide a foundation 
that will propel students and the state forward for years to come. 

 

Figure  3: Key elements  to all  Kentucky Department of Education  plans. 
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Technology Planning



Technology Planning

District Technology Areas of Emphasis 

District Comprehensive Planning 
Kentucky’s school districts perform comprehensive planning activities to determine long-range 
measurable areas of emphasis for each school with identified indicators. The process 
encompasses identification of strengths and weaknesses with each school and developing 
strategies to leverage the strengths and mitigate weaknesses. The coordination of applicable 
funding sources to support activities and strategies is a key component of this initiative. 
District technology plans should also inform the comprehensive district and school improvement 
plans. Click here for more on comprehensive planning. 

Technology Planning Requirements 
Through the legislation associated with the development and maintenance of a master plan, 
districts are required to develop strategic technology plans that span at least one but no more 
than three years. Components of a district strategic technology plan include establishing specific 
areas of emphasis related to the following categories. 

● Curriculum & Instructional Integration – Identification of curriculum and instructional
strategies that promote effective integration of technology into classroom instruction, 
leading to improved student academic achievement 

● Student Technology Literacy – Clear areas of emphasis and specific implementation
plans detailing how technology will be integrated into curriculum and daily instructional 
practice 

● Professional Development – Strategy for administrators and teachers to ensure
awareness regarding the use of new and existing technologies to improve education 

● Technology – Planned initiatives to meet the areas of emphasis of the district through
the identification of technology solutions designed to provide ongoing support to the
educational environment, both academically and administratively [Figure F-1, F-2]

● Program Review – An evaluation process is required to be incorporated in the plan to
enable the  district to monitor progress toward the specified areas of emphasis and
perform mid-course corrections in response to new developments or opportunities

● Budget Summary – Planned professional development purchases along with funding
sources to be acquired each year of the plan in support of  the district’s technology
planned initiatives

As  with the Master Plan itself, the identification of funding sources is a critical component of the 
district strategic technology planning process. The plans must include a budget that describes 
all available resources at the federal, state and local levels. The Kentucky Education 
Technology System  offer of assistance is a state level funding source for district plans.  
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Strategic technology plans at the district level fit into KDE’s overall strategic planning cycle 
depicted in the figure below. There are well-defined and repeatable processes within all levels of 
the department that occur during specified timeframes. As this planning cycle [Figure 4] 
continues, KDE strives to align all strategies and associated goals to ensure careful 
consideration at both the state and local levels toward continued improvement of Kentucky's 
education system. 

 
Figure  4: District technology  planning  cycle 

An important focus for the Master Plan is to identify leadership and support opportunities directly 
tied to goals and deliverables for KDE and school districts. When doing so, targeting 
measurable indicators presents an opportunity to gauge the overall efficiencies and 
effectiveness of the KETS program. Like the Master Plan, the district technology strategic 
planning process  is intended to provide the local level with control over the decisions related to 
integrating technology into instruction and administrative functions, and efficiency based on the 
situation and capabilities such as culture, policy and available funding sources. Just as the 
National Education Technology Plan cannot dictate standards and specific requirements for all 
50 states, the Master Plan cannot define a step-by-step process to follow, nor can it advocate 
one solution over another for 173 districts. 

The Master Plan can be considered a guide for districts to reference and consider when 
developing their own strategies for technology integration. The areas of emphasis and 
performance of KETS (which in turn support the strategic goals of the Kentucky Board of 
Education) can be measured through the technology strategic planning process. 

The Office  of Education Technology provides districts with a District Budget Planning tool and 
technology plan template for completing their district technology plans. These templates ensure 
that points are covered to meet all federal funding questions. The Office of Education 
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Technology works with districts to provide accurate commodity codes to assist with budgeting. 
Both documents may be found on the KETS Funding and Reporting webpage. 

National Education Technology Plan 
National Education Technology Plan - The U.S. Department of Education plan provides states 
with key concepts, recommendations, and examples on using technology to transform learning 
experiences providing  learners greater equity, accessibility, and opportunities for both personal 
growth and to remain competitive in a global economy. 

Kentucky is in sync with the five recommendations within the National Education Technology 
Plan: 

1. Learning – Engaging and Empowering Learning Through Technology - All learners will
have engaging and empowering learning experiences in both formal and informal
settings that prepare them to be active, creative, knowledgeable and ethical participants
in our globally networked society.

2. Assessment – Measuring for Learning – Our education system at all levels will leverage
the power  of technology to measure what matters and use assessment data to improve 
learning. 

3. Teaching – Teaching with Technology - Educators will be supported by technology that
connects them to people, data, content, resources, expertise, and learning experiences 
that can  empower  and inspire them to provide more effective teaching for all learners. 

4. Infrastructure – Enabling Access and Effective Use - All students and educators will have
access to a robust and comprehensive infrastructure when and where they need it for 
learning. 

5. Leadership – Creating Cultures and Conditions for Innovation and Change- Embed an
understanding of technology-enabled education within the roles and responsibilities of 
education leaders at all levels and set state, regional, and local visions for technology in 
learning. 

Future Ready Framework 
Future Ready Framework - The framework emphasizes collaborative leadership in creating an 
innovative digital  learning environment for students. Featuring seven key areas, referred to as 
gears, the framework allows district leaders to create action plans using a dashboard tool that 
ensures smoother implementation of new infrastructure and strategies. 

Kentucky recognizes the seven gears of the Future Ready Framework. The Areas of Emphasis 
section of this document is organized to show the identified areas for the Master Plan linked 
with a Future Ready gear. 
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Contributing State Plans 

State level digital learning plans provide insights, recommendations and research to advise 
Kentucky’s digital learning work. The following section provides brief summaries with links to the 
publication. 

North Carolina Digital Learning Plan - Prepared by The Friday Institute for Educational 
Innovation at North Carolina State University with input from educators and stakeholders, 
this plan offers recommendations and goals in six areas: technology, infrastructure and 
devices, human capacity, content, instruction and  assessment, local  digital  learning 
initiatives, policy and  funding, regional  and  state support systems. 

Wisconsin Digital Learning Plan - Utilizing the Future Ready Framework, this plan  focuses 
on learning environments that are equitable, personalized, applied and engaging (2016). 

Kentucky District Plans 

Each of Kentucky’s 173 school districts perform long-range technology planning to identify 
trends, strengths and areas for growth. They are reviewed by Office of Education Technology 
(OET) staff  annually and the information is used in Master Plan strategic planning efforts to 
inform technology need and other key components. 
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Master Plan Areas of Emphasis 
Connected to the Future Ready Framework 

The following section links current successes (see executive summary) and identified areas of 
emphasis to the Future Ready Framework (see page 16).  The identified areas of emphasis are 
categorized as either 1) Areas of Acceleration or 2) Areas of Improvement.  Each Future Ready 
connected gear will include both categories of emphasis.  The “acceleration” areas of emphasis 
which are considered to be big wins, successes, and major milestones of the Kentucky 
Education Technology System are identified for continuation work.  The areas of improvement 
identified below address emerging areas based upon growth or decline metrics, research, 
needs assessments,  and reporting by Kentucky school districts.  The areas of emphasis 
established through a strategic planning process are intended to highlight the groundbreaking 
progress made over KETS program history and continue placing major emphasis on this work 
as a primary goal. Additionally, this will help prevent duplicate initiatives which create confusion 
and lost time, while simultaneously focusing energy on areas of improvement in order to get 
better.  These areas will focus efforts during the life of this Master Plan to continue the delivery 
of quality, opportunity and access to students and staff. Identification of area types are 
represented by the following symbols:  

 
Areas of Acceleration 

(Big Wins, Successes & Continuation) 
Areas of Improvement 

(for this Master Plan) 
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Robust Infrastructure &  Ecosystem 
Future Ready  Gear

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – A robust infrastructure is one that delivers the            
device, network and support needs of staff and students to create           
personalized learning environments using digital tools and resources. 

Continue to provide nation's first, fastest, highest quality, and most reliable 
Internet access to 100% of Kentucky’s public schools 

Continue to ensure equity & standardization for delivery of device, network, 
data, and support creating best in class staff and student digital experiences 
AND provide a system of shared/brokered/managed services maintaining low 
infrastructure costs and providing support structures promoting the use of 
personalized learning environments 

Continue to create a culture of digital connectedness through all the time, 
everywhere, always on digital opportunity and access with emphasis on dense 
wifi throughout schools (also including  home access, wifi buses, school / 
classroom wifi, etc.)  

Continue to encourage the use of instructional programs and administrative 
processes requiring cloud-based services 

Improve ease of access for students and staff through continued progress 
toward a 1:1 student to computer ratio utilizing increased amounts of mobile 
devices (less traditional computer labs) 

Data  Security, Safety  &  Privacy 
Future Ready  Gear 

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – Security, safety and privacy of student data is            
a cornerstone of digital learning. Policies and procedures are enacted at the            
state, district and school levels that work in conjunction for this purpose.            
Student data is then utilized by data fluent educators for improved           
decision-making  leading to increased learning for students. 

Continue to support districts in securely accessing and managing key 
student and administrative data sets through improved user experiences, 
refined data collection processes, continuously updated policies and 
practices regarding student data security, and timely access to data sets that 
improve the depth and efficiency of student learning 
(Infinite Campus, Early Warning, MUNIS, eTranscripts, School Report Card) 
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Continue to identify key aspects of data security regularly to build upon the 
current systems, procedures and policies to remain a leader in mitigating 
emerging threats  
(Acceptable use policies, firewall  updates, data privacy studies, digital 
citizenship, content filtering)  

Continue to utilize adoption metrics or trending data for planning purposes 
that allow EdTech leaders to identify what’s working and what’s not working 
based upon data quality and evaluate current systems and solutions to 
determine effectiveness and future direction. (annual auditors, TELL survey, 
Technology Activity Report, Digital  Readiness, Data Quality Study, Data 
Quality Campaign, BrightBytes, SpeakUp) [Appendix A] [Appendix B] 

Continue to migrate key administrative and student data sets to secure 
cloud-based services that allow anywhere, anytime secure access for the 
improvement of student learning (Infinite Campus, Early Warning, School 
Report Card, MUNIS) [Appendix A] 

Continue supporting teacher efforts in taking ownership of digital citizenship 
skills and educating their students in the same skills to foster a secure digital 
learning environment 

Educate and support districts in the importance of personnel with duties 
related to student/staff data quality, security and privacy as well as bringing 
data privacy to the “radar screen” of teachers/staff.  
(The People Side of EdTech) [Appendix A] 

We have awesome data systems but we need to do much better with districts 
using the data available to them as well as the providing visual data analytic 
tools allowing the data to be much better understood and interesting to the 
average person that does not have a technology background. 

Budget &  Resources 
Future Ready  Gear

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – The Master Plan, as well as district and school 
technology plans, are aligned to the vision of 21st century skills for students and 
staff. Revenue streams are aligned to account for the recurring and 
nonrecurring total cost of ownership to support the 21st century learning 
environment in a manner that reflects good stewardship of tax dollars; to include 
devices, infrastructure, support, data and human services. 

Continue to maximize local and state education technology expenditures 
through a system of shared/brokered/managed services 
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Continue use of long-term planning strategies that allow for continuity of 
initiatives and systems (ex: accounting for cost of ownership over the lifespan 
equipment so monies are allocated for repairs/upgrades) 

Continue to leverage all available state and federal funding opportunities to 
address required basic cost of living increases, previous budget cuts of basic 
services, projected growth by districts (e.g. Internet consumption) while 
maximizing education technology programs and initiatives (Technology Need, 
E-rate)

Make districts aware of positions/roles requiring technology-related duties in 
support of technology and instruction 

Make districts aware of how to reduce expenditures on printing/print services 
(both in  consolidated contract pricing  as well  as shifting from paper to digital 
experiences) 

Evaluate the need and explore new contracts that drive costs down for 
statewide summative online assessment, learning management systems, 
printing services & interim based assessments 

See an increased percentage of districts examining which education technology 
investments are or are not being maximized  

Partnerships  
Future Ready  Gear 

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – Connecting students and educators to the local 
and global community is a key factor to student success. The Master Plan will 
continue to provide opportunities for trusted relationships to build those 
connections as well as increase communication and transparency with 
shareholders; including  families, districts, vendors, regional education 
collaboratives, postsecondary institutions and business/industry, in support of 
student learning and preparation beyond K-12. 

Continue to build trusted relationships with shareholders (families, districts, 
partners) that will reduce risk as well as increase transparency and 
communication.(districts, vendors, higher-education, regional  cooperatives) 

Continue to utilize avenues of communication with shareholders allowing 
pertinent information and dialog to further student learning efforts. (Webcasts, 
BrightBytes, Technology Activity Report, KETS Service Desk, Office of 
Education Accountability studies, independent studies, etc.) 
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Continue to utilize tools engaging post-secondary institutions, community 
members, districts and families in student learning and life after K-12. 
(eTranscripts, School Report Card & Dashboard tool, Infinite Campus parent & 
student portal, KDE Open House, Digital  Readiness Survey) 

Partner with post secondary pre-service teacher and principal programs to 
provide support in candidate preparation 

Encourage post secondary institutions to host STLP events and/or more fully 
maximize the opportunity to showcase the university and its programs while 
students are on campus 

Build relationships with charter schools to determine policies and procedures 
related to architecture/design, systems security and privacy, services and 
reporting requirements 

Digital Curriculum, Instruction &  Assessment 
Future Ready  Gear 

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – A digital learning experience is fostered by a 
teacher or coach with the use of rich digital instructional materials that are vetted 
to the rigor of Kentucky Academic Standards.  A robust digital environment 
provides students with the opportunity to assess their own learning/progress 
toward mastery of content/skills or utilizing instructional technology to provide 
timely feedback that moves learning forward.  Digital curriculum and instruction 
can also provide students the opportunity to create digital products showcasing 
deep understanding of core competencies of every subject, utilizing digital 
collaboration tools  that provide a realistic connection to college and career. 

Continue to provide access to instructional digital content which further aligns 
to the Kentucky Digital Learning Guidelines 

Continue providing opportunities for students to demonstrate learning 
connected to and through technology (empowering students through technology 
with  STLP, Imagine Academy, etc.) 

Continue to finalize and partner with Career and Technical Education (CTE) to 
promote Kentucky approved K12 Computer Science Standards and 
Technology/Digital Literacy Content Standards (based on  International Society 
for  Technology in  Education standards) for ALL students  
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Continue providing access to online assessment tools that allow teachers and 
administrators to assess student learning, provide timely feedback to students 
and make curriculum decisions. (online formative assessment tools, interim 
based assessments, Instructional Management System, Educator Development 
Suite and  summative assessments) 

Continue to provide districts/classrooms access to digital instructional materials 
through an equitable and robust digital experience 

Identify digital content and tools (curriculum, instruction and assessment) 
designed to have the highest impact and value (e.g. Is the technology making or 
not making an instructional and learning difference?), including frequency of use 
by teachers and students 

Create a closer connection with Career and Technical Education to expand 
information technology and computer science career pathway offerings 
specifically related to computer programming/coding and increase exams 
available through Imagine Academy 

Play a vital role in implementation of summative online  
assessment and school report card and dashboard tool of the new assessment 
and accountability system 

Personalized Professional Learning  
Future Ready  Gear 
 
KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – Digital learning expands the access to quality 
strategies and experiences for educators beyond the traditional methods of 
professional development. A culture of digital collaboration, workflow and 
relationships allows educators to build skill sets and instructional best 
practices with colleagues globally. This approach of increased access and 
flexibility for professional learning ultimately leads to greater success for 
students. 

Continue building a culture of digital collaboration and connected digital 
relationships that allow administrators  to support and encourage the use of 
digital tools by staff for professional learning 

Provide districts with guidance and support to determine crucial learning needs 
of teachers resulting in more professional learning opportunities related to 
digital learning tools 
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Use  of Space  &  Time 
Future Ready  Gear 

KETS GUIDING PRINCIPLE – The personalized learning environment for 
students requires a reimagination of the use of school space and time. Virtual 
instruction, cloud-based learning tools, digital instructional material, digital 
collaboration, digital workflows and digital relationships, etc., assist in providing 
the vehicle  for anywhere, anytime learning. 

Continue to provide guidance, support and resources for districts in the 
development and application of high quality online/virtual coursework as well 
as implementation of learning management systems. 

Educate and support districts in the implementation and facilitation of digital 
learning tools and portable technologies that foster anywhere, anytime access 
for staff and students  
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Technology Need Budget Projection 
The 2018-2024 Master Plan Budget for Education Technology represents a statewide budgetary 
projection outlining the total cost of ownership for the primary technology components, services, 
and people needed to ensure ease of access to an equitable 21st century learning environment. 
In accordance with KRS 156.670, this budgetary projection establishes the baseline technology 
need for all Kentucky public schools and districts, and includes the annual costs to sustain the 
education technology shared services provided by KDE to all schools and districts statewide. 
Each Master Plan Budget item represents an industry standard “best practice” approach as 
opposed to a requirement, and carries the expectation that a wide variety of local, state and 
federal funding  sources should be leveraged to address the ongoing need to implement and 
incrementally replace all technology components and services (701 KAR 5:110).  The fiscal year 
2013-2018 Master Plan budget reflected an annual overall need of $322,126,501 compared to 
the newly projected annual need of $356,157,170.  

This budget projection does not reflect the additional technology components and/or services 
that districts choose to implement above and beyond the baseline need (security cameras, 
video  surveillance systems, environmental technology, personal data storage devices, 
smartphones, etc.), but are recognized as flexible priorities that districts may address 
exclusively with available local and/or federal funding sources. 

Each district is required to report overall implementation progress for all baseline technology 
components, services, and staffing on an annual basis.  The annual statewide reporting cycle 
consists of three required components in order to participate in the statewide funding program: 

1.  District Technology Plan 
2.  Digital Readiness Survey  
3.  Technology Activity Report  

The delta between that which is outlined in the Master Plan Budget as targeted projections, 
when compared to actual implementation progress as identified in statewide reporting 
determines the  remaining Unmet Need.   The state funding program and subsequent annual 
Offer of Assistance are specifically targeted at reducing the remaining district unmet need. 

The Master Plan budget also anticipates that as technology components and services continue 
to evolve, innovation will continue to reduce costs and/or possibly even reduce the dependency 
on a particular technology component.  As an example, it’s expected that as end-user access to 
digital content increases, the reliance on printing services will naturally decrease over the 
six-year span of this plan.  Conversely, as the expectation of high-speed access to digital 
content continues to escalate, it is anticipated that the costs associated with Internet access will 
continue to increase at a moderate rate. The technology need budget projection line item 
worksheet is found in Appendix H. 
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The following frequently asked questions allow for further understanding of the education 
technology need calculation as well as provide a common language when addressing 
district-level technology budget planning: 

1. Q: What is considered “technology”?
 A: Technology is usually something that has electricity flowing through it (plugs into
something). However  technology is always something that (1) connects to or through the
Internet or any network by a wire or wireless, and/or (2) has data, information, voice, sound,
images or video created, entered, displayed, stored or flowing back and forth and/or (3) involves
digital (i.e., learning/teaching, training/PD, decision making/analysis, communications, reporting
or online  assessment).  OET and district EdTech staff must be involved at the very beginning
(i.e., concept phase) and throughout initial implementation and ongoing service for anything
EdTech, regardless of (a) the funding source/method (including “free”) that acquires the EdTech
product/service and  (b) who builds/provides the EdTech product/service.

2. Q: What is considered a KY K-12 Enterprise System?  
 A: Any technology enabled system that (a) has more than one KDE division using it, (b) is a 
pilot and has great potential to be used by more than 10 districts after the pilot or is already 
used by more than 10 districts, (d) is a data source that will be used by one of our “big data” 
systems and/or (e) is very high profile/mission critical.  Typically it is designed and implemented 
to handle scale, to ensure it is reliable and to be very easy to use as well as a great customer 
experience by  the average person.  

3. Q. Why are OET and district EdTech staffs so insistent on being involved with any
type of enterprise EdTech product/service initiative no matter who is funding it (including 
free) building it /or directly providing the EdTech product/service to the school or 
program areas?  
A: 95% of the nation’s CEOs (including Supts) blame the KDE CIO and/or the district CIO for 
any failure or any major issues/controversy of any KY K-12 EdTech enterprise system. Also 
OET and district EdTech staffs have up to 25 years of experience/wisdom of successfully 
implementing hundreds  of large scale, high visibility, EdTech systems.  This experience proves 
to be very helpful during the implementation of successful budget planning, deploying, 
integrating, maintaining and providing cyber security for all enterprise level EdTech 
product/service in KDE and/or school districts.  

4. Q: What  is total financial cost of ownership (TCO)?
A: Typically the initial purchase price to build or buy a technology enabled product/service only
represents 20% of its true cost over its life.  The other 80% is the people, software and
hardware costs of initial/ongoing training, conversion, integration, telephonic/onsite repair/break
fix, ongoing maintenance and incremental upgrades and its relationship to and impact on other
KY K-12 data systems (aka change management).
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5. Q: What is (a) KDE’s process for acquiring initial and ongoing funding of KY K-12
education technology enabled enterprise systems/product standards for KDE program
areas and/or school districts?
 A: Almost always use RFP but first needs a funding source identified for initial source and TCO
recurring costs for at least 6 years. Even if the cost is “free”, that must be considered TCO over
6 years and have written agreements.
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Studies and Research 
Studies and initiatives at national and local levels have been conducted that are integral to 
education technology within the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Several studies yield 
recommendations that directly impact the strategic direction of the Kentucky Education 
Technology System. This section contains a brief summary of each related connection with a 
link to the full study and publication. These connections collectively drive our efforts on a daily 
basis. 

Kentucky Studies 
Kentucky K-12 Data Quality Study (revised July 2016) - The Kentucky Department of 
Education completed the most comprehensive study on K-12   data governance, 
data quality and data stewardship in U.S. history in 2014. The study identified 10 
major findings and produced recommendations that greatly impact data quality 
work in KDE and KY K-12 school districts.  

The People Side of K12 EdTech (A Human Capital Call to Action) - An important element in  the 
success of  any  Education Technology (EdTech) program or  initiative is  the  people  that 
help  to establish and  support digital  access for students, teachers, and  staff. As access 
to digital  content and  resources brings with  it  expectations of  reliability, flexibility, 
security, and  affordability, the  responsibilities placed upon  our  instructional and 
operational technology staff to ensure that  the  experience for all  shareholders is 
positive and  supports the  mission and  culture of  the  local district continues to grow. 

Across the  nation, and  including the  Commonwealth of  Kentucky, the  demand for  access to digital 
content and  subsequent growth in  technology investments continues to outpace the  growth rate of 
the  human capital or  staffing required. Kentucky Department of  Education's (KDE) annual  Digital 
Readiness survey continues to track and  forecast an  ever-growing deficit in  what  we  describe as  the 
“Human Capital” element of  the success equation.  KDE partnered with  BrightBytes to create this 
study to help  highlight the  current landscape and  identify  best practice guidance as  opposed to a 
requirement. Two  additional resources are a slide deck  intended for  school districts to edit  and 
customize, as  well  as  an  interactive tool  for  comparative analysis on  the  model used in  the  study. 

Data Security, Breach, and Privacy Best Practice - Originating in 2006 from House Bill 341 
and updated in 2015 to meet House Bill 5 provisions, this document provides 
guidelines and recommendations to KDE, school districts, and vendors 
concerning basic measures to protect and prevent the access of restricted 
personal information by any person that does not have the proper access rights, 
authority or  the “need to know” as well as provide considerations and protocols 
for notifying any affected individual. 
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Digital Learning 2020 - In December 2011,OpenEd Solutions presented to the Kentucky Board 
of Education (KBE) a report titled Digital Learning 2020 that outlined 11 recommendations 

related to various aspects of digital learning. Closely aligned with Breaking New 
Ground: The Final Report of the Governor’s Task Force on Transforming Education 
in Kentucky (BNG) and considering the 10 Elements of the Digital Learning Now 
report (DLN), the following recommendations build on the interviews, summit 
discussions, and the Strengths, Weaknesses: 

  
1. All students should be eligible for digital learning. Eligibility for full and part time learning 

options is key to a number of BNG recommendations including advanced courses, world 
languages, and special needs, credit recovery and dual credit. 

2. Authorize multiple statewide online learning providers to expand full and part time 
options. Like recommendation #1, a multiple providers environment fulfills the BNG 
vision. 

3. Allow students to personalize their learning. 
4. Support customized learning pilots. 
5. Support competency-based learning pilots. 
6. Plan for shift to online instructional materials by 2013-14. 
7. Support the shift to blended instruction Assessment and Accountability (DLN 8, BNG 8). 
8. Plan for online assessment by 2013-14. 
9. Create a statewide online/blended learning authorizer/contractor. 
10. Develop  a fractional and performance-based funding model. 
11. Create a program management office and fund the transition. 

 
Kentucky Digital Learning Guidelines - A shift to online textbooks, digital instructional 
materials, and online/virtual courses in Kentucky schools prompted the Kentucky 
Department of Education Digital Learning Team, along with many shareholders, 
to design the Kentucky Digital Learning Guidelines as guidance for schools, 
districts, and digital providers when selecting or creating developmentally 
appropriate digital learning resources for instruction.  The Kentucky Digital 
Learning Guidelines highlight five, ready to implement, guiding principles.    
 
IT Assessment and Optimization Gartner Study - Performed in 2004, this study detailed key 

findings as well as provided implementation recommendations to KDE to increase 
cost efficiency and enhance effectiveness of IT services and investments. 
Recommendations from this study are evident in the foundations of many current 
OET processes and initiatives. 
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Kentucky TELL Survey - Kentucky teachers participate in the Teaching Empowering Leading 
and Learning (TELL) working conditions survey every other school year.  The 
most recent (2017) TELL Kentucky Survey helps ensure we are supporting our 
teachers and providing them opportunities to thrive digitally. Teaching conditions 
directly relate to student learning conditions as well as opportunities for digital 
learning experiences. When our teachers succeed digitally, Kentucky's children 
succeed.  Specifically in the Kentucky TELL survey are ten intentional and 
connected questions that inform the KETS Master Plan.  The follow visual identifies the ten 
questions and corresponding percentage of teacher agreement. 
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Kentucky Broadband Task Force Report - created in 2004, the KBTF charge was to examine 
expanding broadband service in Kentucky and report findings to the Governor and 
Legislative Research Commission. A key recommendation was the creation of the 
Kentucky Education Network. 

Office of Educational Accountability Study of Educational Technology Initiatives - This 
2009 publication is the result of the Office of Education Accountability’s (OEA) 
review of Kentucky’s education technology, inclusive of funding, governance 
and status of related initiatives and projects. The study names several 
accomplishments as well as some areas in need of improvement. 

Security and Privacy Best Practice - Created in 2010, the Office of 
Educational Technology established  standard security guidelines for Kentucky’s 
173 K-12 districts to ensure the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of 
information required for normal education operations. 

KSBA Review  of Cloud Based Technologies and Student Data Privacy - 
Authored in 2014, the Kentucky School Board Association worked with KDE 
while taking an interest in “Cloud” based technologies and services where data 
may be accessed from almost anywhere if a person has a Web-capable device 
and Internet access. 

Statewide System of Support -This study summarizes perceptions of the KDE 
Self-Assessment Team and additional KDE staff about strengths and areas of 
need in Kentucky’s SSoS, as well as major themes that emerged during the 
two-month self-assessment process.  

Task Force on Student Access to Technology  - The Task Force on Student Access to 
Technology was established by the 2012 General Assembly with enactment 
of Senate Bill 95. The task force was charged with considering strategies for 
providing 5th- and 6th-grade students with access to computing devices for 
school and home use and reviewing the statewide availability of broadband 
technology necessary for using the devices. To achieve the goals of the task 
force, the members chose to examine what Kentucky schools are already 
doing in the area of mobile computing devices, national trends, digital 
curriculum, and access to broadband. 
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Governance of Education Data Security in Kentucky - In December 2011, the Education 
Assessment and Accountability Review Subcommittee approved a research agenda for the 

Office of Education Accountability that included a review of the security of 
Kentucky’s education information systems. The review discovered many best 
practices were in place but recommended six key areas to ensure district-level 
security plans are created, implemented, audited and enforced. 

External Studies 

This section  consists of studies created by external entities which have proven to play a role in 
developing KETS Master Plan strategies.  

The Technology Factor: Nine Keys to Student Achievement and Cost Effectiveness - 
Project RED, the group responsible for this study, seeks to understand and 
define the specific implementation strategies that are successfully transforming 
schools with technology. Project RED has identified the nine key 
implementation factors that are linked most strongly to the education success 
measures. 

The New 3 E’s of Education: Enabled, Engaged and Empowered - Released in 2011 by 
Project Tomorrow, this report utilizes data findings from the Speak Up national survey to 

determine how students are using emerging technologies to learn. The three key 
trends of mobile learning, blended learning and e-textbooks directly address the 
vision of students that are enabled, engaged and empowered to learn. 

Building Teacher  Capacity and Competency to Create Learning Experiences for Students 
A report released by Project Tomorrow and Blackboard using the Speak Up 
initiative’s Fall 2016 data utilizes data points to examine the readiness of teachers to 
use digital tools to transform the learning process. 

Building Technology Infrastructure for Learning - The U.S. Department of Educational 
Technology released in June 2017 a comprehensive look at delivering broadband connectivity 

to schools for the purpose of student learning.The guide provides examples of 
how to connect a school district to broadband, connect students and staff inside 
the school building, rollout devices to staff and students, as well as responsible 
use and  privacy considerations.  
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Kentucky Schools Launch Statewide Cloud-based Financial Management System - A 
two-year project completed in 2013 made Kentucky the largest school system in 
the United States utilizing a cloud-based financial system. The move provided 
districts more reliable access to MUNIS services, significant cost savings, and 
disaster recovery capability that could not be achieved with a traditional 
on-premise solution. 
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Surveys and Results 

Digital  Readiness Reports - Key results of the District Digital Readiness collection are 
represented within the graphic below in conjunction with complementary elements obtained 
from multiple sources. This approach is designed to provide a meaningful story of the ways in 
which technology is both supporting and forming the education landscape within Kentucky.  In 
addition to  the detailed responses by region and district, the Digital Readiness portal provides 
an interactive map of the top technology trends within the Commonwealth on an annual basis. 
Additional sources of information used to triangulate the infographic story below are adoption 
metrics, BrightBytes Clarity, TELL survey, and Speak Up. 
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Supporting Resources & Guidance 

Several state and national initiatives provide guidance and recommendations that directly 
influence the KDE’s strategic direction and this Kentucky Education Technology System Master 
Plan. This section contains summaries of initiatives that collectively guide our daily efforts with 
links to the full publication or website. 

U.S. Department of Education - Office of Education Technology implements policies and 
guidance on issues relating to statutory and regulatory compliance as well as best practices for 
protecting student privacy. These efforts align with the U.S. Department of Education (USDE) 
Privacy Technical Assistance Center’s (PTAC) recommendations. PTAC provides resources for 
education stakeholders  on issues around data privacy, confidentiality, and security practices 
related to student level data systems and other uses of student data. 

Kentucky Auditor of Public Accounts – While KDE may participate in various audits 
throughout the year, the largest in scale, and perhaps most beneficial, is the annual statewide 
audit by the Kentucky Auditor of Public Accounts (APA). OET addresses APA findings and 
implements required measures to ensure appropriate technology controls and procedures are in 
effect in daily operations.  

Data Quality Campaign – OET has made great progress to collect useful data and make it 
available to educators at all levels. The Data Quality Campaign (DQC) is the nation’s foremost 
organization advocating for effective data policy and use. OET participates in DQC initiatives 
and uses DQC resources to identify best practices to advance continued development, 
refinement and implementation of systems and processes that advance effective use of data. 

Council of Chief State School Officers – KDE leadership joins other state education agency 
heads in the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO)  to share and learn about best 
practices to support local education agencies in meeting the needs of each student in 
Kentucky’s schools. CCSSO provides leadership, advocacy, and technical assistance on major 
educational issues.  CCSSO seeks member consensus on major educational issues and 
expresses their views to civic and professional organizations, federal agencies, Congress, and 
the public. 

Future Ready Schools – Future Ready Schools® helps education leaders plan and implement 
personalized, research-based digital learning strategies so all students can achieve their full 
potential. Future Ready Schools provides resources and support to ensure that local technology 
and digital learning plans align with instructional best practices. 

KSLDS Recommendations & Transition Report – The Kentucky Statewide Longitudinal Data 
System (KSLDS) project was originally envisioned and tasked with the primary goal of providing 
the means for educators to use longitudinal information to improve instruction, as well as 
increase accountability and reduce the burden of data reporting. KSLDS succumbed to budget 
cuts in the unusually dire economic situation in 2010. A more economical data portal, Open 
House, was begun soon after, and continues to build on the successes of the KSLDS 
implementation. 
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Project RED – Project RED conducted the first and only national study of education technology 
to focus on student achievement and financial implications. In their research of nearly 1,000 
schools, Project RED discovered a replicable design for successfully introducing technology into 
the classroom- one that leads to improved student performance and cost benefits.  Now in 
Phase III  of the Project RED work, the team is focusing on 20 “signature districts,” of which, 
Kentucky has a representative district included in the research.  The latest research results are 
released in the form of a series of Project RED briefs.  The original Phase I and Phase II 
research findings will continue to inform the KETS Master Plan.  

Guide to Implementing Digital Learning – The State Educational Technology Directors 
Association (SETDA) provides strategic planning resources in the areas of planning, 
professional learning, digital content, broadband, devices, and tech support to assist leaders in 
preparing for digital learning experiences for students.  

Evaluating a 1:1 Computing Programs in Elementary and Middle Schools – Published 
December 2014, Hanover Research Group reviews 1:1 computing programs in elementary and 
middle schools to ascertain best practices as well as recommend goals and how to measure 
progress toward program goals. 

Three Lessons from Rigorous Research on Information Technology – The Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology conducted a study to determine relevant studies on the use of 
educational technology and its effects on student learning. The study identifies three key 
findings through the studies that are scientifically rigorous. 

Mobility and Cloud – The Center for Digital Education examines key components of digital 
learning such as mobility, devices, security, cloud-based resources as well as training for 
educators and how these tools are transforming campus and classroom spaces. 

Personal Data Security Study (HB 341) – Passed by Kentucky Legislature in 2006, directed 
KDE to perform a study of the requirements for data security and the notification process if a 
breach were to occur. This study provided the basis for the Data Privacy Best Practice 
Guidelines highlighted in Appendix A. 

Gartner: 7 Cloud-Computing Security Risks  – A study by Gartner published in 2008 reports 
the seven risks to cloud-computing as being privileged user access, regulatory compliance, data 
location, data segregation, recovery, investigative report, and long-term viability . The study 
provides recommendations to where the risks ly and how to prepare for them ahead of time.  

CoSN’s Annual  Infrastructure Survey – The 2016 version of the CoSN E-rate Infrastructure 
survey addresses five key components of affordability, network speed and capacity, reliability, 
digital equity and security and cloud-based services. Trend data from the survey results is 
presented to assist technology leaders with planning. The key finding of this survey was the 
growth in required internet bandwidth due to the amount of students with devices. 
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DDL - Digital Citizenship – Published in 2016 by the Kentucky School Boards Association, this 
article highlights KDE and district efforts to train students in digital skills to prepare them for not 
only digital interactions within school, but out of the building in an increasingly connected world. 
These additional publications have highlighted this work: ISTE Learning and Leading and THE 
Journal.  

Kentucky Long-term Research Policy Center – Created by the Kentucky General Assembly 
in 1992, the KLTPRC was envisioned as an independent research entity that would be able to 
help the Commonwealth take advantage of opportunities and avoid problems. Funding for the 
KLTPRC was suspended in 2010 due to an overall dire budget situation, but most of the work, a 
great deal  of which centers on education, has been preserved on the Kentucky Department for 
Libraries and Archives website. 
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Appendix D - Master Plan Governance



Master Plan Governance 

The Master Plan for Education Technology

With the  beginning of the Kentucky Education Technology Systems (KETS) program, KRS 
156.666 established the Council for Education Technology as an advisory group to the 
Kentucky Board of Education. This council was responsible for providing guidance on the 
development of the Master Plan for Education Technology.  Over time, the responsibility for 
guidance and development of the Master Plan has been transitioned to the Office of Education 
Technology  within the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE).  

Approval and Update of the Master Plan
The Kentucky Board of Education and the Legislative Research Commission shared initial 
approval authority for the Master Plan pursuant to KRS 156.670(1).  

KRS 156.670(7) places responsibility for updating the plan, as necessary, with the council and 
the board. Updates are to be reported to the Legislative Research Commission. 

Standards 

KRS 156.160(1) stipulates that the Kentucky Board of Education has a statutory mandate to 
prescribe standards, which school districts shall meet. Among these are standards for the 
"acquisition and use of educational equipment for the schools as recommended by the Council 
for Education Technology" (KRS 156.160 (1)(b).  

KRS 156.670 (3) states that the Master Plan shall "establish and implement a uniform and 
integrated system of standards and guidelines for financial accounting and reporting which 
shall be used by all school districts."  

KRS 156.670 (4) requires that the education technology system provide “comprehensive, 
current, accurate, and accessible information relating to management, finance, operations, 
instruction, and pupil programs which are under the jurisdiction of the Department of 
Education.” The chief state school officer must certify these data to support administration of 
the Support Education Excellence in Kentucky (SEEK) fund, which provides funding to support 
the public school system in accordance with KRS 157.330. The guaranteed base funding level 
for each district is computed based on the prior year's average daily attendance (KRS 
157.360(1)), which is calculated based on data collected within the school and accumulated at 
the district level. To support this funding process, the Kentucky Board of Education has the 
obligation and authority to establish standards for administrative systems at the district and 
school level, including, but not limited to, uniform codes, processes and software systems.  

The statutes  do not restrict the standards-setting responsibilities noted above to any particular 
source of funds. The Kentucky Board of Education, therefore, has the authority and obligation 
to specify standards for education technology to which school district acquisitions of hardware 
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and software are subject regardless of source of funds. The board may specify, as it deems 
necessary, a standard for any line item in the Master Plan budget.  

These standards are set forth in the Master Plan for Education Technology and incorporated by 
reference into Kentucky Administrative Regulations (KARs) pursuant to 701 KAR 5:110 and in 
compliance with KRS 156.160 (1).  

Districts are required by 701 KAR 5:110 to procure only those technologies that meet KETS 
standards, if a standard for that category has been established, regardless of source of funds. 

Education Technology Trust Fund

The Education  Technology Trust Fund is established in the Finance and Administration Cabinet 
by KRS 157.665(1) to provide education technology for the public school system.  

Funds are appropriated to the trust fund in each biennial budget. All interest earned on money 
in the fund is retained for reinvestment in the fund. All money credited to the fund, including 
interest, is to be used for education technology as defined by the Kentucky Board of 
Education's Master Plan and does not lapse (KRS 157.665(2)).  

The School Facilities Construction Commission, within the Finance and Administration Cabinet, 
is responsible for distributing state funds to local districts through the education technology 
funding program (KRS 157.650).  

To participate in the education technology funding program, a local public school district must 
have a technology need described in the district plan and approved by the Kentucky Board of 
Education (KRS 157.655(3)).  

The base level of assistance to each district is determined by dividing the total amount 
available in the trust fund by the total of the prior year's average daily attendance of the eligible 
districts times the individual district's prior year's average daily attendance (KRS 157.660(1)). 

Funds transferred to districts are to be used only for the projects included in the district’s plan 
(KRS 157.660(2)).  

Trust funds are transferred to local districts after the district's need for assistance has been 
certified by the School Facilities Construction Commission. All other expenditures from the fund 
require the approval of the Kentucky Board of Education (KRS 157.655 (3)).  

Calculation of Technology Need 
Any technology procured or secured by a district, in a category for which a KETS technology 
need standard is established, regardless of whether the item is used to reduce the technology 
need or not, must meet or exceed the KETS standard in compliance with 701 KAR 5:110.  
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Approval of the technology need amounts for local school districts is the first step required to 
allow local school districts to receive state funding to assist them in funding hardware, software, 
personnel, professional development and other technology initiatives that will support students 
in achieving academic excellence.  

Staff certify  that districts recommended by the Commissioner of Education have met all the 
statutory requirements of KRS 157.655 and KRS 157.660  required to adequately describe 
their technology need and current KETS inventory before Offers of Assistance are distributed. 

The following must occur before a district receives its funding: 
1. Kentucky Board of Education approves technology need for districts.
2. School Facilities Construction Commission (SFCC) approves technology need.
3. The district successfully meets all of the statutory requirements of KRS 157.655 and

KRS 157.660.
4. The district verifies its final ADA count to KDE’s Division of School Finance.
5. KETS staff calculates Offers of Assistance based on these variables.

The districts must follow requirements of the SFCC by receiving approved board action and 
proof of deposit of funds into a local interest bearing technology account.  The SFCC will then 
wire funds  to the district’s technology account.  

There are four categories of technology need:  
1. operations  
2. maintenance  
3. incremental replacement  
4. new technologies  

Expenditures in operations and maintenance are absolutely necessary to sustain current levels 
of service. If technology need within the operations and maintenance categories is not 
addressed in accordance with program guidelines, the integrity, sufficiency and capacity of the 
district technology infrastructure will degrade until services are seriously curtailed or eliminated. 
These include items such as student workstation repair, teacher workstation repair, 
instructional software improvements, classroom printer repair, instructional fileserver repair, 
school management software improvements, initial/ongoing technology integration, 
professional development, student technology leadership services, Internet services, telephone 
communications to parents, distance learning service, help desk services, email services, 
enterprise data system access and school financial management services.  

The technology need for incremental replacement constitutes a framework for replacement of 
various technology components on a scheduled basis over time, in accordance with the life 
cycle of each item or service. These include items such as student instructional devices, 
teacher instructional  devices, instructional servers, assistive and adaptive technology, school 
laser printers, classroom color printers, wireless networks, student handheld devices, and 
high-speed fiber networks.  
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The technology need for new technologies includes products and services that are more 
discretionary in nature--products and services that are today only marginally available or 
affordable and products and services that are perceived as needs in the planning horizon. 

The Kentucky Board of Education will acknowledge and approve the technology need for each 
district. In the KETS Expenditure Plan, the board will also be considering approval of the 
amount of funds available to go toward that technology need. Districts must continue to secure 
alternative funding sources beyond the KETS funds, using federal funds, local grants or other 
source, to  fully fund the technology need.  Budgeting skills will be required to sustain and 
implement KETS.  

Additional KETS Regulatory Information 

In 2006, the Kentucky General Assembly passed House Bill 341, which mandated KDE to 
conduct a study of the requirements for data security and a notification process when a data 
breach occurs.  Since that legislation, the threat and occurrence of data breaches has only 
increased. 

While the House Bill 341 study has remained an effective cornerstone of guidance for data 
security, new bills (KRS 61.931, et seq. or "House Bill 5" and KRS 365.734 or "House Bill 232") 
went into  effect in 2015 and have added clarity, definition, and direction. 

KRS 61.932 protects personal information in three very important ways: 
1. Requires the safety and security of personal information held by state agencies,

including the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE), public school districts, colleges 
and universities AS WELL AS any entity/vendor/organization with which they have a 
contract,  

2. Requires  notification of specific state agencies and victims of a data breach, and
3. Sets up some basic time limitations and procedures that MUST be followed in the event

of a data breach involving personal information. 

KRS 365.734  specifically protects student data by limiting what a cloud service provider can do 
with student data and by requiring cloud computing service providers that have contracted with 
Kentucky public schools and districts to maintain security of student data. 

In conjunction with these two state laws, the Kentucky Board of Education (KBE) promulgated 
702 KAR 1:170. This KAR requires the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) and school 
districts to annually acknowledge to their respective boards, by August 31 of each year, that 
they have reviewed guidance from the Data Security and Breach Notification Best Practice 
Guide, [Appendix A] and implemented security appropriate for each data system for which they 
are responsible or provide reasons why safeguards have not been put in place, such as lack of 
resources. 
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Appendix E - KETS Standards & Establishing Unmet Need



KETS Standards & Establishing Technology Need 
Technology & Learning Standards  
The Kentucky Academic Standards contain the minimum required technology standards that all 
Kentucky students should have the opportunity to learn before graduating (minimum graduation 
requirements) from a Kentucky high school. The technology standards address what is to be 
learned, but do not address how learning experiences are to be designed, what resources 
should be used, or how the standards are to be demonstrated.  The current technology 
standards are included in Kentucky’s Academic Standards and will be updated during the life of 
this master plan.  While the current technology standards were based on previous International 
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) standards, newly updated standards are slated to 
be based on the new, modernized ISTE Standards.  

Additionally, Kentucky is developing statewide, comprehensive K12 Computer Science 
Standards.  These standards are based on the the Computer Science Framework and are 
designed for all students with identified cross-curricular connections.  The Kentucky Computer 
Science standards will help establish a new emphasis for all, exposing all students to 
computational thinking and problem solving skills through five concept areas (Computing 
Systems, Networks and the Internet, Data and Analysis, Algorithms and Programming, and 
Impacts of Computing).  

Enterprise Architecture  
From the inception of the Kentucky Education Technology System, the existence of standards 
has provided Kentucky with “the edge” over all other states. Standards represent a uniform set 
of specifications  and guidelines that are leveraged to ensure system interoperability and reduce 
operational complexity, therefore reducing the overall Total Cost of Ownership. Our approach is 
an enterprise design in which all districts are working toward common objectives. Kentucky is 
committed to the guiding principle of viewing technology investments from an enterprise 
perspective. The Enterprise Architecture and subsequent standards represent the overall plan 
and a living process for designing and implementing education technology (EdTech) solutions to 
serve both instructional and administrative functions. 

An information technology architecture and related set of standards are vital to ensure the 
compatibility of the current education technology projects and future education technology 
initiatives. The Enterprise Standards are important for defining the rules by which technology is 
envisioned, implemented, and managed.”  

Since 1992,  enterprise standards have anchored all instructional, administrative, and technical 
aspects of Education Technology. These standards have afforded the state a) significant 
savings in the initial procurement of technology equipment, b) equitable supportability 
regardless of geographic location, c) a foundational infrastructure to provide for secure, global 
ease of  access, d) statewide collaboration via various forms of electronic mediums (email, 
telephonic, video-conferencing), e) statewide adoption of the Internet as an instructional 
resource, and f) uniform education technology applications to address both student 
management and financial management. All Commonwealth of Kentucky public school districts 
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share in the benefit of each of these efficiencies due to a common set of standards. Standards 
minimize the retraining required when staff move between schools or districts and lessen the 
annual support required after implementation. In a Kentucky K-12 study, the Gartner Group 
noted the architectural standards approach saves Kentucky millions of dollars annually. 

Technology need standards represent the equitable baseline of all technology components 
required to adequately address both the education technology instructional and administrative 
needs of K-12 and involve the following three separate but complementary criteria: 

● Component ratios (quantities) – Expectation that all districts maintain minimum ratios,
based on  average daily attendance, total number of schools, total number of teachers or
total number of classrooms, for each technology component to effectively address
equitable and ease of access for all instructional and administrative activities.

● Component refresh cycle (years) – Replacement of components on a scheduled basis
over time, in accordance with the useful life cycle of each item or service

● Component standards (architectural design/configuration specifications and products) –
While promoting the uniquely diversified education technology needs at school and
district levels to further capitalize on the advantages of a standards based technology 
environment, some Technology Need Standards are further defined with architectural 
specifications which may result in the establishment of a product standard.  All published 
architectural design/configuration technical specifications and associated products are 
considered KETS Technology Need Standard Components.  

Architectural design and configuration standards represent a uniform set of specifications 
and guidelines that support system interoperability and reduce operational complexity, therefore 
reducing the overall total cost of ownership.  

KETS has  established and maintains architectural design and configuration standards to ensure 
enhancement, maximization and security of the education technology environment in Kentucky. 
The following are some of the core standards included: 

a. Internet Access
b. Directory Services
c. Internet Content Management
d. Security Services (Virus / Malware Protection, Patch Management, Firewall)
e. Electronic Mail
f. Application and Database Platform
g. Common Student Information System
h. Common Financial Management System

These are best described in the KETS Technical Environment Information reference document 
for local school districts, which is provided to our vendor partner community to support the 
bidding, contract and procurement processes that serve Kentucky school districts and KDE.  

The following 12 Architectural Design Principles are used to guide KETS solution design by 
helping ensure that KETS is “doing the work right.”  They serve as standard requirements and 
are considered in combination with the specific functional requirements of each project.  Any 
given solution may not fully meet one or more of these principles.  However, if that is the case, 
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there should be solid rationale and explicit understanding prior to moving forward with the 
design or solution.  

1) Equitable – Solutions should provide equal value and benefit to schools and districts
regardless of local budgets, existing equipment and software, geographical location, or
organization size.

2) Always On, Anywhere, Anytime, Any Device – Solutions should be available and
supported 24/7,  be accessible from a wide range of devices, and be accessible from any
physical location.

3) Supportable – Solutions should use equipment, software and services that are efficiently
supportable and manageable by both KETS staff and the responsible vendors.

4) Learning First – Solutions should prioritize instructional and learning needs above
administrative needs.

5) Partners Involved – Solutions should maximize partner accountability by making all
possible use of partner capabilities for development, infrastructure, ongoing operations
and support.

6) Education Driven – Solutions should cost-effectively meet a well-defined 
educational/programmatic/administrative need  of school districts and/or KDE. 

7) Up-to-date: Solutions should use leading-edge technologies and offerings.

8) Measurable: Solutions should provide easy-to-use mechanisms to report on system
usage. 

9) Integrated – Solutions should integrate with existing KETS infrastructure while aligning
with KETS  strategy for the future. 

10) Usable – Solutions should be easy, efficient and pleasant to use for their target user
populations. 

11) Secure – Solutions should protect confidential data, their own integrity, and the KETS
environment against accidental or malicious damage. 

12) Cloud  – Solutions should be based on cloud offerings (ideally SaaS).

Kentucky K-12’s education technology product and design standards are “the” big edge that KY 
K-12 has on the other 49 states and a big reason KETS is viewed as a national leader in
education technology. KY K-12 is the national leader in having education technology product
and design standards/polices for all our schools, districts and for the Kentucky Department of
Education (KDE) program areas. This allows KY K-12 to (1) significantly reduce costs, (2)
provide equity of price and service to all districts, (3) make all the technology enabled
components work  reliably together in large scale with smaller EdTech staffs, (4) quickly
integrate different large EdTech systems together and (5) provide great cyber security.
Therefore KDE's Office of Education Technology is able to effectively provide a variety of
effective operational services and a protective cyber security bubble around all schools, district
offices and  KDE program areas that follow those KETS product and design standards/policies.
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Product standards provide the purest alignment and maximizing of efficiencies within KETS 
when KETS product components are utilized. These technology components embody 
architectural design/configuration specifications and are established with the award of KETS 
vendor contracts resulting from a formal bid request issued by an open, competitive solicitation 
or a  request for proposal (RFP).  Contracts are awarded in accordance with the Kentucky Model 
Procurement Code through the Kentucky Finance and Administration Cabinet, Office of 
Procurement Services. These contracts are intended to provide the most impressive levels of 
interoperability, minimal support complexity and most conservative total cost of ownership 
across K-12. In addition, the purchasing power of the state is maximized by leveraging the 
weight of the entire organization to buy a product standard. Specific technology (hardware or 
software) deemed by either the KDE or Commonwealth Office of Technology as an enterprise 
component made  available via a statewide procurement vehicle (state or KETS contract) are 
considered KETS and/or State Product Standards.  

Any technology procured or secured by a district, in a category for which a KETS technology 
need standard is established, regardless of whether the item is used to reduce the technology 
need or not, must meet or exceed the KETS standard in compliance with 701 KAR 5:110 and 
must be reflected in statewide reporting (through the Technology Activity Report and Digital 
Readiness Collection). 

The following technology will not be used to reduce the technology need of the district for the 
purpose of  calculating the amount of offers of assistance for which the district is eligible. 

● secured through local initiative which is not procured with public revenues
● procured with federal categorical funds  

The following table lists KETS Standards categories and those that are further defined with a 
Component Standard.  
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KETS Standards 

Category Technology 
Need 

Architectural 
Design & 

Configuration 

Product 

Student Workstations ✔ ✔ ✔

Faculty/Staff Workstations ✔ ✔ ✔

Assistive and Adaptive Technology ✔

School and District Printing Services ✔ ✔ ✔

File Servers and Storage ✔ ✔ ✔

School and District Network Wiring ✔ ✔

School and District Network Components ✔ ✔ ✔

School and District Phone Systems ✔ ✔ ✔

Software, Apps and Digital Content  ✔  

Student Information System ✔ ✔ ✔

Financial Accounting System ✔ ✔ ✔

People Side of Education Technology ✔  

STLP Leadership & Services ✔

The Internet ✔ ✔

- KY K12 District Internet Hub Fiber
Connection to the Internet (KDE
provided).

✔ ✔ ✔

- School to KY K12 District Internet
Hub Fiber Connection

✔ ✔

School & District Phone Lines ✔

Professional Development 
Teachers, School  & District Staff 

✔
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Classroom Instructional Technology 
(projectors, interactive displays,  etc.) 

✔

Directory Services (defines who  you  are,  what 
you  have  access  to,  and  under what conditions )  

✔ ✔ ✔

Electronic Mail ✔ ✔ ✔

Cybersecurity (protecting people, data, 
and systems) 

✔ ✔

- Virus Protection ✔ ✔ ✔

- Software Update Services ✔ ✔

- Firewall ✔ ✔ ✔

- Internet Safety/Security 
Management Solutions (web filter) 

✔ ✔ ✔

- Virtual Private Network (VPN) ✔ ✔ ✔

- Distributed Denial Of Service 
Protection (dDoS)  

✔ ✔ ✔

- Private Internet Protocol (IP) 
Services  

✔ ✔ ✔

- Managed Uninterrupted Power 
Supply Services  

✔ ✔ ✔

- Domain Name Services (DNS) ✔ ✔ ✔

State Shared Services for Schools and 
District Offices 

✔ ✔ ✔
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Standards Community 
A standards organization, also referred to as standards development organization (SDO), is any 
entity whose primary activities are developing, coordinating, promulgating, revising, amending, 
reissuing, interpreting, or otherwise maintaining standards that address the interests of a wide 
base of users outside the standards development organization. 

KETS standards are derived and/or subsequently adopted with either input from or as a 
directive of a variety of these entities: 

● Industry standards organizations such as American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), SysAdmin,  Audit, Network and Security (SANS), The International Information
System Security Certification Consortium (ISC)2.

● Legislative organizations such as the Kentucky General Assembly, and the Kentucky
Board of Education.

● Educational organizations such as International Society for Technology in Education
(ISTE), Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), Council of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO), International Association for K12 Online Learning (iNacol), and 
Consortium for School Networking (CoSN).  

● State organizations such as the Commonwealth Office of Technology (COT), Kentucky
Standards for Technology in Education (KySTE), and Kentucky Department of Education 
(KDE).  

● Research  organizations such as Gartner 
● KETS Architectural Standards Committee 

The KETS Architectural Standards Committee (KASC) was formed to participate in the overall 
governance aspects of architectural standards adoption and/or modification. This committee is 
comprised of  both local school district and KDE representatives, and is chartered to provide 
guidance, input, and recommendations into the overall process of standards adoption. 

The KASC meets on an as-needed basis and submits recommendations to the Office of 
Education Technology. Once the request is accepted, members, at times when appropriate, 
may work  very closely on various action teams to provide content for the recommended 
standards. 

Click for more information on KETS Enterprise Architecture and Standards. 
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https://education.ky.gov/districts/tech/kpur/Pages/KETS%20Technology%20Standards%20and%20Purchasing.aspx


 

Appendix F - Evaluating and Measuring EdTech Investments



Figure F-1. Correlation of time and expectations related to technology adoption 
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Figure F-2. Technology adoption cycle considerations for chief information officers 
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Figure F-3. Private sector technology product innovation  
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Appendix G - The KETS Timeline (from 1992-2017)







 

Appendix H - Technology Need Budget
   Projection Line Item Worksheet



2018-2024 KETS Master Plan Budget Summary

Average Cost 
per Unit Unit Variable

Units of 
Sustained 

Need
Annual Unit 

Cost
Annual Replacement 

Cost

Refresh 
Rate

(Years)
Master Plan 6 Year 
Replacement Cost

School/District Expenditures

Student Access

Student Workstations $300 per student (ADM) 656,588 $75 $49,244,100 4 $295,464,600

Assistive and Adaptive Technology $200,000 per year 1 $200,000 $200,000 1 $1,200,000
Student Access Subtotal $49,444,100 $296,664,600

Classrooms Digital Learning and Environment

Software, Apps, and Digital Content $41 per student (ADM) 656,588 $41 $26,920,108 1 $161,520,648

STLP Leadership & Services $10 per student (ADM) 656,588 $10 $6,565,880 1 $39,395,280

Classroom Instructional Technology $2,000 per classroom 42,284 $250 $10,571,000 8 $63,426,000
Classrooms Digital Learning and Environment Subtotal $44,056,988 $264,341,928

Faculty/Staff Access

Faculty/Staff Workstations $1,000 per teachers/staff 97,418 $250 $24,354,500 4 $146,127,000
Faculty/Staff Access Subtotal $24,354,500 $146,127,000

School/District Administrative Technology

* School and District Printing Services $35 per student (ADM) 656,588 $35 $22,980,580 1 $137,883,480

File Servers and Storage $7,472 per school 1,281 $1,494 $1,914,326 5 $11,485,958

School and District Phone System $15,000 per school 1,281 $1,000 $1,281,000 15 $7,686,000

School and District Telco Voice Lines $3,885 per school 1,281 $3,885 $4,976,685 1 $29,860,110

Financial Accounting System (Munis) $4 per student (ADM) 656,588 $4 $2,626,352 1 $15,758,112

Student Information System (Infinite Campus) $6 per student (ADM) 656,588 $6 $3,939,528 1 $23,637,168
School/District Administrative Technology Subtotal $37,718,471 $226,310,828

School/District Internet Access

School and District Network Wiring $3,600 per classroom 42,284 $300 $12,685,200 12 $76,111,200

School and District Network Components (LAN, WAN, Wired, Wireless) $71,000 per school 1,281 $14,200 $18,190,200 5 $109,141,200

School to Kentucky K12 District Internet Hub Fiber Connection $9,227 per school 1,281 $9,227 $11,819,787 1 $70,918,722
School/District Internet Access Subtotal $42,695,187 $256,171,122

Technology Leadership and Personnel

People Side of Education Technology $142 per student (ADM) 656,588 $142 $93,235,496 1 $559,412,976

Professional Development - Teacher, School and District $146 per teachers/staff 97,418 $146 $14,223,028 1 $85,338,168
Technology Leadership and Personnel Subtotal $107,458,524 $644,751,144

School/District Expenditures Total $305,727,770 $1,834,366,622

State Shared Services for Schools and District Offices

KETS State Shared Discounted Services $16,000,000 per year 1 $16,000,000 $16,000,000 1 $96,000,000

* Internet Access for all Kentucky K12 Districts $18,429,400 per year 1 $18,429,400 $18,429,400 1 $110,576,400

Other State Sponsored Programs $16,000,000 per year 1 $16,000,000 $16,000,000 1 $96,000,000

State Shared Services for Schools and District Offices Total $50,429,400 $302,576,400

GRAND TOTAL $356,157,170 $2,136,943,022 




